
 

 
 
 
 
Brief: Visual Artists, Celebrating Erdington Mural Project 
 
On behalf of local community organisations and residents, Active Arts are seeking artists for 
commissions to design and paint a new mural in a central location to Erdington. The large area 
are hoardings surrounding the former Maplin site on the corner of Summer Road and Sutton New 
Road, near to Six Ways Island. 
 
We are seeking at least one, ideally two visual artists interested in transforming the hoardings. 
Artists can apply for one or both of the two themes as detailed below. The hoardings are split into 
3 sections, the front shortest edge has been commissioned already and the two longer sides each 
available for commission (please see notes and images below for detail). 
 
The overall brief is to create artwork that celebrates the community of Erdington: thanking key 
workers; celebrating the resourcefulness of our community and profiling the brilliant history and 
people of Erdington.  
 
The shorter side of the hoardings (that can be seen from looking towards the site from Six Ways 
Island) will be a welcome to Erdington, a thank you to the NHS and key workers, include the 
Erdington Crest and a credit to the main sponsor. This section has already been commissioned 
with draft designs. 
 
The two other lengths of the site will be split into a theme each side: 
 

1. Historical Erdington (along Sutton New Road): It should reflect Edington’s history going 
back to the middle ages, with a particular focus on the age of the oldest housing and 
businesses; our contribution to the war effort, our part in the manufacturing and transport 
industries. Specific images we would like included from consultation are: Erdington High 
Street; early 20th Century buses & trams with local backdrops; VE Day / Spitfires; 
regeneration of the area; Josiah Mason; The Fowlers; Aston Union; Pypes Hayes Hall; 
Rookery House and The Abbey. We’d also like to capture our libraries, Mothers (with 
blue plaque on the High Street and artists who played locally such as Led Zeplin, Black 
Sabbath and Elton John amongst others) and our rich community arts history. 
 

2. Inspirational Erdington (along Summer Road): It should highlight the inspiring work of 
our local community with over 117 community groups and 57 sports clubs; celebrating 
the diversity of the local community, the amount of languages spoken, the faiths followed; 
over 40 outdoor spaces and the work of volunteers to help look after the environment;  
and include inspiring quotes from local children about Erdington. We would also like this 
work to fulfil the request for a ‘peace corner’ that fosters reflection and could have some 
element of interaction. 

 
The Steering Group will ensure all necessary permissions and risk assessments are in place and 
will coordinate local volunteers to prepare the site. We expect final work to be created by the artists 
with volunteers support during July after sign-off by the Steering Group in June. We are advertising 
this opportunity while still raising the funds and therefore the scope and final fees will be finalised 
once the final budget is set and ideas and scale may need to be changed to be negotiated with 
commissioned artists. Ideally there will be a week or two-week period where all work will take 
place at the same time to ensure greatest impact, this will be agreed with artists and in line with 
social distancing measures and risk assessment. 
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Key Notes: 
For the benefit of this project when talking of Erdington we are referring to the ward first but also 
to the wider constituency of Erdington which includes the wards of Erdington, Gravelly Hill, 
Stockland Green, Pype Hayes, Perry Common, Castle Vale and Kingstanding. 
 
There are 107 8ft x 4ft panels surrounding the site. 

- 5 Panels act as the front facing view 
- Going down Summer Road to the gate there are 18 panels 

From the gate to the end of summer road there are a further 39 panels 
- On the Sutton new Road side there is a continuous stretch of 41 panels with a 4 panel 

return at the end. Totalling 45 panels. 
We are looking for designs that stretch across the space of the panels rather than fill them entirely, 
the base coat can be agreed for volunteers to paint in readiness. We are open to alternative 
suggestions of use of the space. 
 
It is expected that the hoardings will be in place until October 2020. The owners will provide Active 
Arts on behalf of the Partners with the opportunity to move them to a more permanent location. If 
all or part of the hoardings are not relocated, the artist will be notified to see if they wish to remove 
themselves before the owner removes them. 
 
Active Arts may need the artist to support with up keep during the installation stage and readying 
for their next location if moved. 
 
Artists applying should have previous experience of delivering activity in public and community 
settings or supported by an arts organisation that has this experience. They should also be 
ambitious and realistic for what can be achieved within the budget and timescale. 
 
All artists are to have a DBS certificate of less than 2 years old or happy to apply for one and their 
own Public Liability Insurance of £2 million minimum. 
 
All artists will have to work within the scope of the agreed Method Statement and Risk Assessment 
adhering to social distancing guidelines and any conditions provided by the owner, Birmingham 
City Council or by Active Arts. 
 
Dates/Times: Delivery of proposal with concept by 12noon Sunday 21st June 2020 and delivery 
of project during July. 
 
Fee: Fee will be based on scale of work and budget restrictions. We have set a budget of £500 
for the Sutton New Road side and £800 for the Summer Road side, inclusive of fee and specialist 
materials. There is also a materials budget for prepping the whole site which volunteers would use 
to prep. Please include in your proposal, whether you can deliver the design within this budget 
and detail your fee and any resources/prep you would require us to contribute or source if not 
possible within this fee. 
 
Application: is by letter with a concept design for your one or more themes. The letter should 
outline your interest and approach, detailing suitable levels of experience and expertise that you’d 
bring to the project with a supporting CV or online profile which must include photos of your art 
practice. If you are an artist with limited experience, please detail the name of the arts organisation 
who is supporting your application. 
 
Equal Opportunity: we are actively seeking applications from diverse individuals. If it is more 
suitable for you to provide your application in an alternative format please do so, ensuring that the 
key information requested can be provided. For example, through a short video, audio etc. 
 
Deadline: to submit by email by Sunday 21st June 2020 and sent to Claire.marshall@icloud.com 
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View on Sutton New Road  View on Summer Road  

View of the front 

Selection: we will be shortlisting on Monday 22nd June and informing candidates once funding is 
confirmed. We may ask for candidates to visit the site and meet with us (following social distancing 
guidelines) and provide refined concept before a contract is offered. 
 
Further Details: if you would like to discuss this opportunity or the application process further 
please contact claire.marshall@icloud.com or on 07775712788 
 
 
  


